Bruno’s most popular stairlift, the Elan, is the affordable choice to help restore full access to your home. Designed for straight indoor staircases, the Elan offers a mix of high-quality standard functionality, unsurpassed reliability, and ease-of-use design.

- Weight capacity: 300 lb/ 136 kg
- Padded, generous-size seat with multiple height adjustments
- Offset swivel seat makes getting on/off safe and easy
- Under-armrest rocker switch for easy operation
- Anodized rail with covered gear rack gives a sleek appearance
- Tight rail installation: 2”/ 51 mm wide rail installs to within 3”/ 76 mm of the wall
- Flip up arms, seat, and footrest create plenty of extra space on steps
- Continuous charge strips along rail power unit wherever it stops
- Two wireless call/sends allow unit to be controlled remotely
- Two 12v batteries ensure dependable performance even in a power outage
- Soft start/stop gives a smooth ride from start to finish
- Obstruction safety sensors, seat belt ensure safety
- Onboard audio diagnostics for easy service
- Gold warranty: five year major components; two year parts

See reverse side for optional features. Learn more at www.bruno.com
ELAN OPTIONS

Power or manual folding rail for narrow hallway or when doorway is at the bottom of stairs. Manual operation or push button automatic.

Power folding footrest automatically flips up/down when seat is raised/lowered. Arm switch control optional.

Power swivel seat for effortless exit. Controlled on chair arm or wireless call/sends.

Powder-coated champagne painted rail.